·
Quality!!! Which machine can you get the best quality
from? That is determined by the body man and the
measuring methods that he uses. With our system any
measuring system can be used “as is". Most racks
require you to raise the car so you will have room for
the measuring system. The best way to do this is by
using ramps to drive the car on. However, you see
most racks with the car supported by the pinch welds
with the suspension hanging. No matter what anybody
says, that cannot be the proper way to correct the
damage because a car flexes as much as ¾” from end
to end. How could you pull the door openings and then
set it back down and expect the doors to fit? How are
you going to gauge the front with it sagging? Our
competition says that cars at the factory are built on
jigs supported at the torque box.

·
This is true, however, the weight (engine, transmission,
suspension, fenders, hood, bumpers, etc.) are all added
after the inner panel and core supports are welded on.
Thus, No Sagging! If you pull a door opening and have
the door fitted while the pinch weld supports the car,
when you set the car down on the suspension the door
will not fit! If you put a fender or quarter panel on while
the pinch weld supports the car, when you set it down
the lines will change!

·
Now consider this, remember how complicated cars
are, even good measuring systems don’t have
measurements for all points, and a body man can miss
correcting a spot. If he repaired the car on a rack, and
he is now in his stall fitting parts and he needs another
pull, does he move the car back to the rack or does he
fudge the job?? With the Body-Loc System in his stall,
the car is left loaded until all parts are welded and
installed. So if he misses a pull, it’s simple and quick to
roll the post over and make another pull.
·
It is a fact that “cycle time” is important to the
insurance company, the body man’s paycheck, and the
shops bottom line!! Keeping the car in the body man’s
stall will save you at least 50% of your time on the
dismantling, pulling, and reassembly operation!!!
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